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Bush Allamanda (Yellow) - Plant

The Allamanda plant is a twining, bushy vine known for its brightly coloured, funnel or trumpet-shaped flowers & thick foliage.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Sales price 299
Discount

Item will be shipped by 3 - 5 days
Ask a question about this product
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Description for Bush Allamanda (Yellow)
As shrub Allamanda grows very thick and get covered with yellow bell shaped 3 to 4 inches long blooms in growing season .
Although it doesn t have tendrils to climb but provided support can grow as vine too.
Common name
Also Known as Allamanda
cathartica, Golden Trumpet
Bush, Buttercup Flower,
Golden Bell. Bengali Harkakra, Kannada Arasinhu, Malayalam Kolaambi, Telugu Allenandatheega, Marathi Pivlee Ghunti, Hindi Pilaghanti.

Flower colours
Yellow.

Bloom time
Spring, Summer, Fall,
Winter

Height
3 to 6 ft.

Difficulty
Easy.

Planting and care
Allamanda is a bushy nature plant, large sized container is preferable as the plant gets heavy with the time. You may need to repot it every year.
Regardless of size , make sure container has drainage holes at bottom to ensure smooth drainage of water. Put stone or brick pieces on the
holes.
Sunlight
Full sun to Partial shade.

Soil
Soil pH 7.6 to 7.8 (mildly
alkaline).

Water
Temperature
Fertilizer
Requires consistently moist These tender plants will not Feed the plant with liquid
soil. Do not let dry out
withstand temperatures
fertilizer in growing season
between waterings.
below 25 degrees F.
and cut it down to once a
month in winter.

Caring for Bush Allamanda
Allamanda is a bushy nature plant, large sized container is preferable as the plant gets heavy with the time.
You may need to repot it every year. Regardless of size , make sure container has drainage holes at bottom to ensure smooth drainage
of water.
Put stone or brick pieces on the holes.
Allamanda grows very rapidly and needs pruning due to its bushy nature.
Also pruning increases air circulation in plant required for good growth.

Harvesting
Flowers are harvested throughout the year.

Typical uses of Bush Allamanda
Special features: Allamanda woody vine grows vigorously in full sun or semi shade, even in poor soil. The plant climbs grows rapidly, making it
good for use over pergolas or on structures with some horizontal support.
Culinary use: NA
Ornamental use: Plants are used for an ornamental purpose.
Medicinal use: NA
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Reviews
Saturday, 30 June 2018
Where did you get the round plant stands with the feet on them?
Manisha Sharma
Saturday, 30 June 2018
Got the plant in excellent shape. Looks great!
malathy
Friday, 29 June 2018
plant was delivered in excellent condition there was no damage .
Mehraa Topi Creation
More reviews
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